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CUBA HAS, AT LEAST SINCE the American revolution, occupied the imagination of North Americans. For nineteenth-century capital, Cuba’s close proximity, its Black slaves, and its warm but diverse climate invited economic penetration. By 1900, capital desired in Cuba “a docile working class, a passive peasantry, a compliant bourgeoisie, and a subservient political elite.” Not surprisingly, Cuba’s African heritage stirred an opposite imagination among Blacks to the North. The island’s rebellious captives, its anti-colonial struggle, and its resistance to U.S. hegemony beckoned solidarity. Like Haiti, Ethiopia, and South Africa, Cuba occupied a special place in the hearts and minds of African-Americans.

Significantly, that special place evolved from a contact that proved of greater durability than African-American ties with others in the Diaspora. Long before 1959 Cubans and African-Americans had forged working relationships: abolitionists jointly formed organizations, leftists and trade unionists exchanged strategies, and journalists, novelists and poets aroused mutual sensibilities. On a mass level, musicians and baseball players actually shared the same cultural venues, entertaining millions of regular Black folk in Cuba and in the United States. When the Cuban revolution culminated in 1959 most Blacks applauded its success. Since then, these relations have suffered a rupture as a result of the United States blockade against Cuba, different but no less racialized social alignments in the post-Civil Rights era, as well as tense relations with recently-arrived Cuban-Americans. Thus, while Cubans on the island continue to visualize African-Americans through a greater, but nonetheless circumscribed flow of information from news and familial sources, African-Americans born since the 1960s have come to imagine Cuba, if they do at all, through the cloudy lens of a more — racially and ideologically — sophisticated system of dominance. Based on preliminary research, this essay projects that present against aspects of past, primarily the nineteenth century, in order to provide reflection on the future.
IDEOLOGY, RACE AND CURRENT DISCOURSE

While there has been substantial scholarship on the U.S. domination of Cuba, projects devoted to uncovering the historical connections between African-Americans and Cuba have been minimal. Aside from Willard Gatewood’s several volumes, Johnnetta Cole’s short 1977 article on African-American solidarity with Cuba, and Rosemari Mealy’s 1992 collection of testimonials on Fidel and Malcolm, there is little else.\(^3\) In fact, given African-American sentiments concerning the Cuban-American community today, it is difficult for one to believe that any feelings of closeness ever existed. African-Americans under age forty — like their peers — have come to know Cubans through the opinions and activities of Cuban émigrés in Miami. Enraged at the revolution, the latter have been promoted and given political clout by successive U.S. administrations and the national media. Unlike previous Cuban-American populations, Cubans in Florida are largely White and drawn from Cuba’s pre-revolutionary elite. Implicated in police brutality and overtly racist politics, they have attained disproportionate power in Florida.\(^4\) Police shootings have incited Blacks in Miami to riot in the section known as Liberty City. The differential treatment of Haitian and Cuban émigrés has prompted persistent demonstrations. Haitians, when not turned back, are held for months in detention camps while Cubans often attain political asylum within twenty-four hours.\(^5\)

Tensions peaked in 1990 when Miami mayor Xavier Suarez, a Cuban-American, became the only United States official to refuse to greet African National Congress head Nelson Mandela—whose organization was known for its ties to Cuba—when he visited that city.\(^6\) Mandela had been invited to attend the national convention of the American Federation of State and Municipal Employees, a trade union long active in the anti-apartheid struggle. Mayor Suarez’ position so angered the trade unionists and Black residents of Miami that they called for a convention boycott of Miami. The boycott was effectively sustained for three years and called off only when the city’s politicians negotiated a deal with prominent Blacks for greater Black empowerment.\(^7\) In addition, the rightist Cuban American National Foundation, through its ties to the Heritage Foundation, became known for its support of right-wing contra wars in southern Africa.\(^8\)

Many African-Americans have only known Cuba through such experiences, creating for them a somewhat muddled assumption that all Cubans are fascist and racist. The 1989 publication of Carlos Moore’s *Castro, the Blacks and Africa,* added fuel to this fire by attacking Fidel Castro and the Cuban revolution as consciously racist.\(^9\) A few prominent African-Americans such as Maya Angelou and St. Clair Drake endorsed the book, which boosted readership in the Black community. Even though Moore’s book was of poor scholarship and based more on hearsay than in-depth analysis,\(^10\) it kneaded an already ethnically and ideologically charged situation. But more importantly, the work has served to whittle away at some of the support base of the Cuban revolution in the Black community. Paradoxically, it has served to relocate some African-Americans to the counter-revolutionary side of the U.S. government on the one hand, and on the other, bolstered the Congressional Black Caucus in its call for an end to the blockade. The CBC has argued that only an end to the United States blockade can better the lives of Black Cubans.\(^11\)
The popularity of Moore’s book raises some important questions. Significant is the fact that there has been very little written on race in contemporary Cuba. The embargo has been the primary culprit in distancing African-Americans from information about the island but the Cuban revolution itself has not taken seriously the study of race. In fact, for years the revolutionary leadership argued that racism had been eradicated. Their position was: why should we encourage scholarship on a problem that no longer exists? Such utopianism was based upon three notable achievements. First, unlike any other country in the world, Cuba immediately established and sustained policies that drastically improved the life chances of Black Cubans. In fact, by 1987, employment, infant mortality, and life expectancy rates were better for Blacks in Cuba than for Blacks anywhere in the world — even in the United States. Second, Cubans openly admitted to, and seemed to appreciate, their African heritage. Can one imagine an American president admitting to being partly Black as Fidel Castro has often done — even if only metaphorically? Third, they supported African liberation movements in ways that no other nation had been prepared to do. By the mid 1980s, they had not only sent hundreds of thousands of troops to southern Africa to fight against apartheid aggression but had educated over 80,000 medical, engineering, and secondary school students from all over Africa.

Given this roster of activities, it is understandable that many believed racism to have indeed been uprooted; for the Cuban revolution had gone further than any modern nation towards that end. But had it gone far enough? Had racism disappeared from the landscape? No; it continued to manifest itself in the cultural and social realm. In jokes, in marriage choices, in media representations, in notions of beauty and ugliness, and in the superior value associated with Whiteness, it persisted. While the class-based affirmative action of the revolution in one single stroke initially benefited the lives of Afro-Cubans, there was no space created for a dialogue on race. In fact, according to historian Louis Pérez, Jr., “the subject of race in twentieth century Cuba is an elusive theme . . .” Therefore, the psychic, psychological, and cultural baggage that has historically accompanied institutional racism was never challenged. Race became the classic “non-topic” in Cuban scholarship.

The Cuban revolution became trapped in its own history and its unfolding present where race was concerned. While Cuba, like much of Latin America, had historically used race and racism as an organizing principle, openly constructed challenges to the racial status quo seemed to diminish as slavery and colonialism ended. There had been less White violence after slavery and more social and cultural fluidity between the races than in North America. Some Cubans, however, did engage in confrontational racial politics in the first decade of the republic. Calls from the Partido Independiente de Color (Independent Party of Color) to challenge racist political power ultimately inspired masses of peasants to rise against poverty and economic marginalization. Many Blacks had fought in the war against Spain only to be shut out of Cuban society under U.S. hegemony. The Cuban elite, along with its United States backers, swiftly put down the uprising — killing thousands — which became known as “the 1912 Race War.” Naked racial challenges were disavowed and “signified the limits
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of White tolerance for race as a political issue." Afro-Cubans, while experiencing racism, therefore chose to struggle against it from within class-based and social and cultural organizations. These Afro-Cubans, however, through unions and secret societies, were central to creating the Cuban revolutionary stage between 1930-1959.

Yet there existed no blueprint for an open discussion on race, and the Cuban revolution did not feel it should construct one. Given the barrage of U.S. hostility, Cuban leaders understandably feared that a discussion of race would divide the much needed Cubanidad (Cuban national spirit). Sadly, though, while encouraging debates on class and women’s rights, and raising public awareness on Cuba’s African heritage and international matters, they played ostrich on the critical topic of race. It is interesting to note the joining of classic Marxian and liberal positions in this regard. In pursuit of the orthodox Marxian belief that transformation of the material conditions can singularly dislodge racism, Cubans sought refuge — like liberals — in the hope that racism could be abolished through social integration alone. The Cuban leadership has recently begun to review this position through policies known as “rectification.”

The lacuna in Cuban race studies and the lack of actual contact increased the vulnerability of African-Americans to internal U.S. propaganda and ideological trends. While it is clear that a majority of African-Americans supported the revolution — and for the most part still do — there have always been those in the community who have not. African-Americans, like all Americans, are influenced by capitalist hegemony and some perceive Cuban socialism as antithetical to their notions of social mobility. In fact, a few conservatives have been prepared to work with broader anti-Communist forces against Cuba. However, in Black communities the critique of socialism is rarely presented in philosophical terms or in support of market freedoms, but most often contextualized within a framework of racial concern. While not new, government strategies emerged most visibly in the 1970s as the state tried to dissipate and derail the more radical elements of the Black freedom struggle. This was accomplished by means of the FBI Counter Intelligence Program as well as through open ideological confrontation. One example of this latter tactic was President Richard Nixon’s adopting of the slogan “Black Power” to encourage “Black capitalism.” Although unsuccessful at separating the catch phrase from its historical meaning, the tactic of racial concern continued to be employed, creating a comfortable space for Black conservatives as they could more easily lay claim to “helping their people.” The tactic also won less astute Blacks over to conservative positions. For instance, American solidarity movements such as the African Liberation Support Committee (ALSC) became split in the 1970s around issues of “racial” support in Africa. Some in the Committee endorsed the more mass-based, left-leaning Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) while others rallied behind the Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA). UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi won considerable support by claiming to represent Black Angolans against the mulatto and White Marxists. As time went by, it became apparent that Savimbi was tied to a right-wing strategy to wage contra-war against the Angolan people. Clearly, this strategy has continued and gained ground in United States culture — for instance, Clarence Thomas’ largely successful use of the lynching metaphor to
Moore’s work provides an instructive example of this conservative strategy. While ostensibly pleading on behalf of Cuban Blacks in general, Moore really argues for the creation of more middle- and upper-strata Blacks. His class and ideological positions ring clear as he derides Afro-Cubans for supporting the revolution. The vast majority of Afro-Cubans, who were poor and shut out before 1959, backed the revolution because it improved their lives and opened up previously closed opportunities to them. Moore, however, belittles them, saying they have been fooled by the revolution and accusing them of not being “Black” enough. With respect to the latter point, Moore skillfully utilizes a North American definition of “blackness” in juxtaposition to Afro-Cuban working-class/peasant sensibilities. He never raises the fact that — if indeed Afro-Cubans do possess a different view of “blackness” than their North America counterparts — such an identity is rooted in a specific Cuban history. For example, like much of Latin American and the Caribbean, race has been largely conceptualized around three categories: Black or Indian, mulatto or mestizo, and White. Also, unlike in the United States, the fact that the Cuban independence movement against Spain shared the same historical stage with abolition is significant; the latter served to stimulate, albeit with tensions, a greater multi-racial notion of Cuban nationality than that which occurred in the United States. “Yankee” imperialism also bound all Cubans to a greater sense of class-based nationalism than has ever occurred in the more racially polarized United States.

While Moore’s book might have expanded our understanding of the experiences of Blacks in Cuba and the Americas as a whole, using Cuba as a model for a critical discussion of race and socialism, it did not. Instead it supported conservative attacks on Cuba while arguing that a more class-stratified Cuba would be a better Cuba for Blacks, since more Blacks could then be at the top. In his book as well as his lectures Moore also reinforces a small but resilient tendency in the Black community to believe that “we” know more about “blackness” than any other people of color in the world. And while it may be true that “Black” consciousness has been more present and tenacious in the North American experience, an African-oriented consciousness has been more prevalent in Cuba.26 Moreover, while African-Americans may be more conscious of race, they have not, in the words of one Chicago activist, “been successful at liberating a block.” These are paradoxes fruitful to ponder; for in words of Fernando Oyono, “the dog of kings” must be careful not to believe himself “the king of dogs.”27

As the crisis deepens in poor communities in the United States, conservative solutions are increasingly “raced” and “voiced” among a desperate population. From the state come calls for reducing social services and increasing the number of prisons; from within the Black community emerge narrow campaigns for cultural and entrepreneurial Black nationalism.28 Masking its program, the right has conflated stark ideological divisions, tinkering with the boundaries of right and left. The U.S. Left has contributed to this problem by its unwillingness to make race a primary mobilizing theme. All of this comes at a time when the intellectual/activism and internationalism of the kind reflected in the vision and projects of Martin Delany, W. E. B. Du Bois, Marcus Garvey, Mary...
McLeod Bethune, Langston Hughes, and Malcolm X seem to have receded. In fact, "traditional Black nationalism" was, according to Sterling Stuckey, tied fundamentally to anti-imperialist ideologies and structures. It is difficult to find any intellectuals or activists in the nineteenth century who did not see the African-American struggle essentially linked to the liberation of all Black peoples. This is evident in the writings and speeches of the time. Today, Black nationalism is largely defined by domestic considerations and agendas; there is less tendency to commingle the domestic with the international in its rhetoric. While there is a sense of attachment to the Black world, contemporary African-American nationalism is for the most part separated from international ideological trends and anti-imperialist projects.

IMAGINING FREEDOM: THE EMERGENCE OF CUBA IN 19TH CENTURY AFRICAN-AMERICAN THOUGHT

Historically, African-Americans came to know Cuba through many channels. The initial path was forged via slavery. Many African-Americans passed through the Caribbean during the middle passage; some had relatives who had been sold to island or Brazilian destinations. For most, knowledge of Black peoples, especially in nearby Cuba, was lodged in their collective memories. Some people of color, particularly in Florida and Louisiana, actually spoke Spanish and/or had Spanish surnames. Not surprisingly, African-Americans monitored as best they could developments in the hemisphere. Information between North and South grew more fluid as United States politicians and capitalists began constructing empire in their "own backyard." In addition, while the Haitian revolution created widespread fear among planters and racists, it served as an inspiration and a challenge to all Blacks in the Americas. Herbert Aptheker's description of the decades following 1820 as a time of "sharply increased rebellious activities" among African-Americans, was also true of Afro-Cubans.

African-Americans increasingly saw Cuba through the prism of their own desire for freedom. By the mid-nineteenth century there were three ways that they imagined freedom: emigration to lands outside the United States and secure economic, political and social power; integration into existing American society on the basis of equality; or organization of a revolution to overthrow the system and create one in which they would become full citizens. Interestingly, these three possibilities not only framed North American mobilization strategies, but became the standard against which Black nationalists, intellectuals, and activists measured freedom or the lack of it in Cuba and the Diaspora. In some ways, these three ideals continue to inform African-American views of other multi-racial nations. But in the nineteenth century, with slavery ever looming and White racist violence escalating, the debates among Frederick Douglass, Martin Delany, Henry Highland Garnet, Alexander Crummel, Sojourner Truth, and Henry McNeal Turner grew heated around which one of these objectives to collectively pursue. Cuba, like Africa and other territories in Americas, became a part of the discourse; these were either places to emigrate to, countries where integration based on equality was more or less likely, or territories in open revolt which served to arouse rebellious sensibilities in African-Americans.
While Cuba rose in the African-American mind in relation to all three visions, the island resonated most with the “territory in revolt” notion. In fact, uprisings on the island were becoming legendary. According to Louis Pérez, Jr.,

slave uprisings occurred throughout the early colonial period and as slave numbers increased so did the frequency of slave rebellions. During the eighteenth century, they increased also in size and scope. Three hundred slaves rebelled on one Havana sugar plantation in 1727. Four years later, another rebellion of slaves forced the closing of the copper mines of Mariel and Guines. In 1812 on sugar estates in Puerto Principe, Holguín, Bayamo and Trinidad; in 1826 in Guira, in 1830 on coffee fincas in Oriente and so on.

By the mid-nineteenth century, Cuban slave rebellions involved more “planning, coordination, and collaboration among slaves” than they had before and they became more “possessed of ideological content and political purpose.” The sugar-producing area known as Matanzas, with its high concentration of slaves shook the Spanish plantation system to its core. Beginning in 1825, this western province ushered in a series of large-scale plantation revolts which destroyed over 35 estates and led to reprisals against hundreds of rebels. By 1845, rebellions in Matanzas had become so persistent that Spanish authorities as well as local Creoles (Cuban-born Spaniards) considered them part of a broad conspiracy towards revolution. In response to “La Escalera” — “the escalation” or “the ladder to revolt” — colonial officials brutally swept down, arrested, tortured and executed, in the most grisly ways, thousands of slaves and free people of color. African-Americans experienced first joy, then horror at the sight of Cuba’s unyielding spirit and slavery’s terrible consequences and retribution.

The image of Cuba as “territory in revolt” was forged with La Escalera. While most historians look to the era of Cuba’s Ten Years War (1868-1878) as the beginning of African-American relations with Cuba, La Escalera forged a place for Cuba in the consciousness of African-Americans. One Cuban figure especially captured their imagination and symbolized “the ignominious crucible of slavery.” Gabriel de la Concepción, a free person of color, and a well-respected poet and abolitionist, was executed in the Spanish tirade. Known as Plácido, he was portrayed as a gentle man who was murdered because of his “rare gifts” as a poet. His writings were later translated and eventually became available to African-Americans. Memory of him waxed so important that tribute to him in African-American newspapers and journals continued from the mid-nineteenth century well into the 1950s. If one examines Crisis, the NAACP magazine, and Opportunity, the Urban League organ, for example, scarcely a decade went by without Plácido being remembered either in an essay on his life or in a literary critique of his poetry.

La Escalera also had a tremendous impact on Martin Robinson Delany, the man known as North America’s first Black nationalist, Pan-Africanist, and emigrationist. During the 1840s, Delany was just beginning to form his ideas about slavery and racism. Due to rank exploitation in the south and second class existence in the north, he believed
it impossible for Blacks to ever be integrated into society on a basis of equality. In 1852 he published his famous *The Condition, Elevation, Emigration and Destiny of the Colored People of the United States*, which laid out his support for Black emigration; in 1854 he spearheaded the National Emigration Convention. Delany began writing his fictional piece *Blake: or the Huts of America, A Tale of the Mississippi Valley, the Southern United States and Cuba* in 1859; the work was immediately serialized in the *Anglo-African Magazine* and then again in 1861-1862 in the new *Weekly Anglo-African*. In the novel, the central character Henry (Blake) travels throughout the United States and Cuba organizing a general slave insurrection. Delany employs a narrative spliced with poetry to develop the story.

Historians and literary critics have hailed *Blake* as one of Black America’s first novels; they explore its importance to understanding slavery in both the United States and Cuba and reflect on Delany’s ideas as they unfold through Henry and the other characters. Yet, there has been very little analysis of Cuba’s importance in the plot. No one to my knowledge has posed the question: why did Delany include Cuba and not Brazil or Jamaica, for example? Moreover, why is Cuba central to the development of the insurrection? Henry, in fact, spends considerable time in Cuba where he receives encouragement from numerous rebels but most significantly from a “thoughtful poet of the revolution” named Plácido. Plácido agrees with Henry’s ultimate objective to revolt and settle all Blacks in Africa. Plácido is the only fully non-fictional character in the book and is both the carrier and recipient of some of Delany’s most lavish poetry. In fact, Victor Ullman, early biographer of Delany, argues that it is the song/poem of Plácido which inaugurates the completed plans for insurrection and the mood of the rebels as they await the moment to strike. Clearly one of the most dramatic sections of the book, Ullman also contends that it is with this poem that all of Delany’s “past hopes, frustrations, fears, and his own doubts of the future” are expressed.

The importance of Cuba to Delany — who named one of his children Plácido — must be understood within the context of a turbulent mid-century. Cuba was central to the maelstrom of slavery, manifest destiny, colonialism, and rising bourgeoisie. Spain continued to import Africans against increased British pressure to ban the slave trade but worried that its island was becoming too “Africanized.” Cuban Creole elites desired independence from Spain but feared they could not maintain slavery on their own. Some Creoles wanted to annex themselves to the more commercial United States as a design to solve their dilemma, while some politicians in Washington viewed Cuba as “destined” to be a part of the United States. The administrations of James Polk and Franklin Pierce, in fact, both tried unsuccessfully to buy Cuba from Spain in order to satisfy planters’ desires to expand slavery. A frustrated John A. Quitman, then governor of Mississippi, and Venezuelan/Cuban Narciso Lopez took matters into their own hands and organized filibustering ventures aimed at annexing Cuba in the 1850s. They were caught and arrested and an ambivalent U.S. government publicly stated that they would support Spain. By that time, however, the United States had begun to supersede Spain and Britain as Cuba’s primary trading partner.

Southern planters working for the expansion of western and southern frontiers
did not go unnoticed by African-Americans; neither did the United States’ rising preeminence in Cuba’s commercial trade. African-American support for the Cuban spirit of revolt was therefore not simply based on anti-slavery and racial ties, but also stemmed from national self-interest. That Cuba might become annexed to the United States probably partially explains the ease with which Delany includes the island in his novel. In fact, there are key passages where the south and Cuba seem part of the same system. Southerners continued to view Cuba with this possibility in mind even after the Civil War, but their designs were forestalled by Cuba’s First War of Independence. In October 1868, Cuba planter Manuel de Cespedes launched “The Cry of Yara” by freeing and arming his slaves and organizing an army. Others in the eastern part of the island did the same. This beginning of the bloody Ten Years War eventually broke the back of slavery and made “pro-independence the dominant political ideology.”

SOLIDARITY AND THE LIMITS OF NATIONALISM: CUBAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS

It should come as no surprise that support for Cuban independence became African-American’s first act of international solidarity as free men and women. Unlike any episode since Haiti, Cuban freedom fighters aroused the “revolt” sensibilities in most African-Americans. Frederick Douglass wrote, “The first gleam of the sword of freedom and independence in Cuba secured my sympathy with the revolutionary cause.” In his editorials he encouraged “Afro-American youth to surrender their citizenship to join their fortunes with those of their suffering brethren in Cuba.” According to Johnnetta Cole, “from the very outbreak of the [war] the voice of Black America was among those of progressive peoples in the United States...proclaiming sympathy with the Cuban insurgents and demanding the recognition of Cuban belligerency.” Reverend Henry Highland Garnet and Samuel R. Scottron formed a Cuban Anti-Slavery Society and called a mass meeting at Coopers Union in New York in 1872 “to advance the cause of freedom.” They collected over 5,000 signatures on a petition which they presented to President Grant. Because Grant had not recognized the new Cuban Republic, the frustrated group resolved, that we, therefore after four years’ patient waiting deem it our duty and do hereby petition our government at Washington, the President and Congress of the United States to accord to the Cuban Patriots that favorable recognition that four years’ gallant struggle for freedom justly entitles them to.”

African-Americans noted another salient aspect of the Cuban effort: “the colored inhabitants battle side by side with the White, holding the rank of officers, and in numerous instances, colored officers [are] commandeering White troops.” From the very beginning, the units of soldiers known as “mambises” were integrated with Black and White and ex-slave and free. Two men of color — José Antonio Maceo and Máximo Gómez — who won the status of generals in the Cuban Liberation Army, became two of its sharpest military strategists and the “dominant figures in Cuba’s drive for
independence.57 This thrilled African-Americans as they watched the two officers work in theater after theater. They realized Afro-Cubans were utilizing their intellect, resources and power to defeat the Spanish and slavery in ways prohibited to African-Americans during the United States Civil War. The multi-racial structure of the Cuban Liberation struggle resonated with African-Americans’ own desires to be welcomed into American society. For the first time, African-Americans began to romanticize Cuba as a place where full inclusion based on equality was likely.

The character of Cuba’s First War of Independence, however, has proven controversial. On the one hand, African-Americans were correct—there had been nothing like it. An army of rich and poor, Black and White fighting side by side for their mutual liberation was unique in the era of eugenics, rising social Darwinism, and polygenetic cranial studies. Contrasting the Cuban example of potential racial equality against the 1878 Encyclopedia Britannica, which defined Blacks to be of lesser intellectual ability, African-Americans might easily have viewed Cuba as a racial paragon.58 Likewise, historical and contemporary Cuban leaders have analyzed the war as an anti-racist prototype. José Martí drew on this interpretation in his effort to forge fraternity between the races when building Cuba’s second revolutionary movement.59 On the other hand, Cuba’s historic class and race divisions plagued the Revolutionary Junta and its army from the very beginning. In his lengthy studies of this period, Philip Foner critiques such romantic interpretations as revisionist to argue forcefully that racism was a major reason for the failure of Cuba’s First War of Independence.60

That the glass was both half empty and half full summons a critical probe of early Cuban nationalism. Although members of the army and Revolutionary Junta desired to build a Cuban nation, their visions of that nation were fundamentally different. While there existed a breadth of personal opinions about the direction of the movement, they tended to be framed by two opposing tendencies. On one side were the Creole elites who, while realizing that they could not achieve independence without ultimately abolishing slavery, wanted to maintain their wealth and privilege within any republican dispensation. Elites dominated the political leadership and pressured first President Cespedes to make no social reforms until after the Junta had succeeded at liberating the entire country. On the other side were Maceo, Gómez and the Black, Mulatto, and White mambises, who envisioned social reforms, and demanded that slavery be abolished immediately, freeing slaves as they liberated territory. The senior Gómez was known for his guerrilla tactics and scorched-earth policy; he ordered soldiers to set fire to sugar and tobacco estates and to disrupt commercial activity. His desire to break the back of the enemy by destroying its economic base caused great trepidation among elites.61

Throughout the struggle, conservatives and progressives competed for ideological hegemony. Five years into the war, elites feared the mambises to be in “their most promising position” and worried that the visions of Maceo and Gómez might triumph. When faced with the choice between social equality and Spanish rule, a large sector of elites opted for continued colonialism as they began to stoke the fires of Cuban racism.62 Because Maceo and Gómez were the army’s undisputed leaders, racists began to spread the tale that Maceo had a hidden agenda — he was secretly planning a race war.
According to rumor, he planned to liberate all the slaves, kill all the Whites, and establish a Black republic. Even those in the junta who did not believe this rumor succumbed to it in order to placate those that did. Maceo, a progressive nationalist, was dismayed by the nefarious attack. He wrote the provisional president of the Revolutionary government, Estrada Palma, in 1876 in his defense. It fell on deaf ears; elites withdrew their economic support, and stirred up dissension among the ranks. On February 7, 1878, the Ten Years War came to an end with neither independence nor an end to slavery. Antonio Maceo refused to sign the Treaty of Zanjón in his now famous “Protest of Baragua.” S. R. Scrotton, chair of the United States Cuban Anti-Slavery Society, wrote to Maceo with great obeisance: “None have occupied [a position] more noble [than you].” Lacking ideological unity, the national struggle at that juncture imploded.

Whether African-Americans were aware of the depth of Cuban racism is note quite clear. Surely Douglass, Garnet, Delany and others spied it in the vitriolic treatment of Antonio Maceo. Blacks in New Orleans must have experienced it first hand as they came into contact with the many elite Cuban émigrés who lived there. However, African-Americans also knew of men such as José Martí and Cuban workers who were White but represented the more progressive Cubanidad. Martí, especially, became known as a fighter for Cuban unity. In 1880 — at his first speech delivered in the United States — he addressed a packed hall in New York City; “to the discomfort of the wealthy aristocratic émigrés, but to the delight of the Black and White tobacco workers,” Martí boldly addressed the bitterness surrounding color. In 1882, he wrote Maceo and acknowledged the deep-seated racism in their movement. Significantly, in that same year he wrote a eulogy in the New York Times commemorating the life of Rev. Henry Highland Garnet, one of the most well-respected abolitionists and Black nationalists of the nineteenth century. He reported on the memorial service held for Garnet at Coopers Union Hall. More telling than the editorial itself — which praised Garnet for his work to uplift his race — was the fact that Martí felt compelled to write and publish it.

In 1895, a new Cuban Revolution Party (PRC), led by Martí, launched Cuba’s next War of Independence. Unlike the Ten Years War it mustered a populist coalition of men and women of modest income whose ideological crux was progressive and nationalist. They called themselves Separatists. With 40 percent of the senior commissioned ranks of the army made up of people of color, African-Americans recognized it as a “Black man’s war.” Slavery by that time had been abolished in Cuba but independence and social justice had not been forthcoming. African-Americans wanted Cuba to join Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Liberia to become a nation under Black leadership. In fact, Antonio Maceo emerged again as a leader “around whom the aspiring young Negro may twine his brightest hopes for the future.” Historian Willard Gatewood in his substantial work on the Black press found it to be steadfast in its support for Cuba. He stated that “the revolt had scarcely gotten underway” when it began receiving plaudits from the Black community. In addition, African-Americans’ own deteriorating status made them very prone to notions of Cuba as a racial paradise and to fantasies of emigrating there. There were increasing calls between 1895-1898 for Blacks to join the Cubans in the defeat of Spanish tyranny. A few urged the United States to
The United States did intervene, not in response to Black demands, but for its own expansionist purposes. Once this became justified with the sinking of the U.S.S. Maine in Havana harbor in February of 1898, Black Americans, especially those with middle-class views represented in the press, began to shift the focus of their rhetoric. The primary question deliberated by March of 1898 was whether or not African-Americans should volunteer as soldiers; would it lead to Black American advancement and/or would it be good for Cuba? According to Gatewood, commentators became less concerned with Cubans than with the interest of African-American themselves. However, a general belief that fighting for Cuba was compatible with United States involvement did not force an immediate conflict of interest for most Black Americans. The government did decide to use Black volunteers as it had in all of its wars in the past. In June of 1898, all-Black regiments, were among the invasion force into Cuba. Some remained there after the Spanish defeat and became part of the United States occupation force at the beginning of 1899.

Black responses to the Cuban-Spanish-American War were significant for a number of reasons. First, aside from the Indian wars, it was the first international United States conflict that Blacks would experience since securing their citizenship. With rising White violence and a refusal by the federal government to protect the rights of its Black citizens, the war sparked a series of clamorous debates within the African-American community. The contradiction of being Black and being American, which had been steeping since emancipation, got its first national airing as Black Americans grappled with dual issues of working towards equality at home and living up to their responsibilities as national citizens. Many prominent leaders such as Booker T. Washington believed Blacks should fight in the war; Washington suggested that Blacks could be just as patriotic as Whites. Supporters hoped Black participation in the military would create a better racial environment. Journalist T. Thomas Fortune for years had argued for a Black artillery unit in order to show “the Whites how to soldier.” Anti-involvement proponents believed that Blacks had no responsibility to join any United States conflict because as one young Black midwesterner expressed: “I will not go to war. I have no country to fight for. I have not been given my rights.” Others, such as George Dudley of the American Citizen of Kansas City, suggested that United States resources and so-called humanitarianism would be better utilized in the protection of Black American rights.

A central theme running through the press debates was the issue of Cuba as a potential site for emigration. Blacks believed that they would be in a good position to emigrate once they had supported the struggle for Cuban independence. Black soldiers sent glowing reports to the Black press confirming the better style of racial relations enjoyed by Afro-Cubans. Also, Cuba was so physically near that it made relocating less expensive and therefore more likely than any resettlement in Africa. Stimulated by the rise of racism, diverse voices encouraging emigration rose in the years after the Spanish defeat in late 1898. There were individuals who emigrated on their own as well as large-
scale schemes proposed. An Afro-American Cuban Emigration Society was established in 1898 with the hope of convincing Blacks to emigrate; Rev. W. L. Grant of Topeka unsuccessfully petitioned Congress to appropriate $1,000,000 for his settlement ventures. Such proposals for large-scale emigration were challenged by an aggregate of African-Americans just as they had been in the past. Some argued that the motives of the organizers were opportunistic. More critics expressed views similar to clergymen John E. White: “the Negro was an American with every right to live in the United States and destined to remain in the country of his birth.” And, as in the past, there were also a good number of White racists who supported Black emigration.

However, more fundamental contradictions were exposed with respect to the Cuban destination; by the end of 1899, Black Americans began receiving reports that Afro-Cubans did not wish to have them settle in their island. While this had been an ongoing problem in Liberia, very few of these African-American emigrationists seemed to know or care. In the case of Cuba, where there was more direct contact, the views of the resident public became known. While Cubans did not object to a small number of individuals settling on their island, Afro-Cubans appeared to oppose mass emigration. Black Americans seemed surprised and suggested two reasons for the response. One was that White Americans were spreading false rumors about African-Americans to which Afro-Cubans were vulnerable. The second was that Cubans were more nationalistic than they were race conscious and therefore viewed Black Americans in the same light as White Americans.

While both arguments may have some merit, there were more likely reasons behind Afro-Cuban concern. During the first two years after the Spanish defeat and while under U.S. occupation, immigration to the island had skyrocketed. Between 1898-1901 some 70,000 immigrants arrived in Cuba; most were White and unskilled and displaced Cuban peasants and workers. Second, North American capital began penetrating at a dizzying pace, making peasants out of Afro-Cuban landowners and paupers out of peasants. Afro-Cubans had no idea which path Black Americans were trying to pursue. As another pool of laborers with whom they would have to compete, or as hungry capitalists who would take their land, Afro-Cubans were justifiably concerned. My preliminary work shows that the Black Americans who promoted these schemes never seriously reckoned with this or the fact that any mass emigration scheme had the potential to be colonialistic. Questions concerning whose land would be taken, whose culture would be hegemonic, and who would economically dominate were woefully lacking in discussions around proposed resettlement schemes.

African-Americans never settled in mass to Cuba, largely because most never desired to. Yet, those who did were ultimately disillusioned by growing racism in Cuba. While entrepreneurs were working their strategic position as race brothers and Americans to launch settlement schemes, the American government was working to thwart any realization of a “racial paradise.” The view held by Secretary of State Hamilton Fish in 1872 — Cubans were too racially mixed to be capable of self-government — continued to affect policy some 30 years later. However, North Americans under the McKinley administration feared more than race; they recognized the progressive vision of the majority unleashed during the Cuba’s Second War of Independence. The United States
supported a minority of elite planters and the White commercial bourgeoisie prepared, as before, to trade national independence for continued privilege and wealth. The result was the 1902 Platt Amendment in which Cubans achieved self-government without self determination and independence without sovereignty. As a result of the intervention, the state apparatus, including the lawmakers and law-enforcing agencies — legislative bodies, the courts, the armed forces — all the institutions necessary to give Cuban nationality definitive form and to establish the primacy of Cuban interests — came under U.S. control. 88

Estrada Palma, provisional president of the Ten Years War who had ignored Antonio Maceo’s letter in 1876, was elected in 1902 to be Cuba’s first republican president.

The Cuban-Spanish-American war was a crucible for African-Americans. Blacks sought to reconcile their “twoness” of being Black with being American. Many thought at that moment in history that they could commingle their own struggle for equality with that of their long-time allies, the Cubans, and prove their loyalty to the United States government. Likewise, Black Americans hoped for the realization of a racial paradise in Cuba. In reality, the struggle for Black equality and self-determination could not be successfully waged under the auspices of United States imperialism. Neither were racial paradises to be found under the umbrella of such adventures. Outside of a few Black men getting jobs and the psychological release attained through the firing of weapons on racists, 89 Black masses on both sides of the Caribbean achieved little. Some Americans, such as John Mitchell, an editor of the Richmond Planet, understood United States intentions before they intervened. Mitchell wrote scathing editorials condemning U.S. interest in the island, suggesting that it was using humanitarian justifications as subterfuge for political gains and capitalist greed. He further prophesied that the Cubans would find themselves jumping from the frying pan into the fire. 90

HEGEMONY AND RACE

The 1902 Platt Amendment signaled the end of one era and the beginning of another. For those in power it meant triumph. The long awaited desire of the United States to possess Cuba had finally come to pass; they managed to guarantee future economic penetration through political and social hegemony. Likewise, planters and the commercial elite in Cuba realized their vision of the Cuban republic against the socially transformative independentismo of the Separatist majority; they were, at the cost of real power, able to retain their privilege in the new republic. For Afro-Cubans and African-Americans, hard lessons about racism and nationalism were learned. Both populations had sought equality through participation; both were disappointed. With their entire communities in flux, Black veterans in the two countries faced increased degradation when they returned to their respective houses. Large numbers of African-Americans began to migrate North in search of opportunity and safety while Afro-Cubans joined
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their established communities of color in the eastern province of Oriente for similar reasons.

The first years after the war were particularly discouraging for Afro-Cubans. Unlike African-Americans, the Afro-Cuban population en masse — three generations and countless thousands — had disproportionately supported Cuba’s wars of liberation. During the 1890s they had been the backbone of the Cuban Revolutionary Party; they had given their money, lost their property, and sacrificed their lives to the struggle for the republic. They also had begun to create Cuba Libre in the eastern province where by 1899 Afro-Cubans made up nearly half the population and managed forty one percent of the land. Small and multiple land holdings and a diverse agricultural and commercial economy attracted both White and Black Cubans of modest income. Within three short years, however, their hopes were dashed and their gains annulled. A broad range of legislative and social techniques — educational and property qualifications, for example — were used to restrict Afro-Cuban participation in civil and state institutions. Just as important, Oriente was being ravaged by US capital.

In 1902, veteran Generoso Campos Marquetti protested to Estrada Palma: “The truth is, Mr. President, this is not what we expected from the Revolution and things cannot continue like this.”

But things did, a situation to which Afro-Cubans were not reconciled; they resisted on all fronts. Even before 1902, Afro-Cubans reacted to racist U.S. military personnel with hostility and sometimes gunfire. By 1908 a small number of middle level veterans were totally disenchanted and founded the PIC, or Independent Party of Color. Under the leadership of Major Evaristo Estenoz and Pedro Ivonnet, the Party waged a public campaign against discrimination, Black inferiority, and social divisions between Mulattos and Blacks. As Party rosters expanded, the specter of “race war” was again evoked by the Cuban elites. The Cuban Congress used this threat as a justification to legally bar any party based on color, arguing that the PIC, not state policy, was racist. Determined to repeal what became known as the Morua law, Party leaders issued a call for a limited armed protest. However, “the independiente protest set in motion a larger protest. The political spark ignited the social conflagration and the countryside was set ablaze.”

Over 10,000 peasants in Oriente, pushed off their land mainly by United States sugar concerns, spontaneously joined the rebellion. The Cuban elite was taken off-guard but they responded quickly to their deep-seated fear of Black revolt. The armed forces, backed by United States marines, began indiscriminately arresting and attacking persons of color. Oriente, the region where Afro-Cubans had invested so much energy, became a killing field. In the words of one North American resident, “they have lopped off the heads of probably some six thousand Negroes in this province and the rest as a whole have had the fear of God drilled into their souls.” An American naval officer spoke of “the bodies left hanging to the trees.” By July, it is estimated that some 4000 people were killed. Estenoz and Ivonnet were among them.

The first Cuban event since the Cuban-Spanish-American war to draw major attention from the Black press, the “Race War of 1912” was watched with horror by African-Americans. Press attention occurred for two reasons. One was the war’s holocaust-like proportions which African-Americans largely attributed to United States
"color phobia." To many African-Americans Cuba had been a racial paradise before United States intervention. The second reason emerged from rumors circulating after the war about the original motives of the Independent Party of Color. There was speculation that the Party leadership had been in collusion with Liberal Party leader Miguel Gómez when they issued the call for the armed protest. According to this logic, Gómez and Estenoz conspired to threaten revolt in order to place Gómez in a position to repeal the Moderate Party's Morua Law. Estenoz, therefore, completely misread the situation and mislead innocent peasants into believing that the Party would be able to defend them. Interestingly, intellectuals writing in African-American journals debated this very issue. In the pages of the Crisis, Arturo Schomburg, noted New York-based Puerto Rican scholar-activist, praised Estenoz for taking "up the gage of battle for the rights of his dark fellow men." Two months later James Clark challenged the Schomburg position, attacking Estenoz for his "unsatisfied ambition." Clark lamented that so many Blacks had been "victims of [this] misguided reformer." As late as 1933, M. A. Pérez-Medina, in a book edited by Nancy Cunard, stressed that while "the Negroes were hunted down like diseased rats," Estenoz had been a man of "ignoble character and an opportunist."

The crux of the debates had less to do with Estenoz and Ivonnet than with the scholar/writer reconciling his or her own ideological position with fundamental issues raised by the entire episode: Did Afro-Cubans have the right to organize a political party along race lines? Is to do so basically progressive or reactionary? Do such political formations lead to racial unity or racial hostility? If Party founders were wrong, then was the Morua Law justified? Writings from the time reveal evolving ideological positions. In 1912, Arturo Schomburg supported Estenoz's right to organize such a Party. He recalls that "Estenoz was born in the birthplace of revolutionary conspiracies, Santiago de Cuba," and he situates the PIC as an extension of that revolutionary cause. He also likened the Morua law to the Dred Scott decision which made free slaves in the North subject to re-enslavement. Schomburg had been a member of the multi-racial Cuban Revolutionary Party and had evolved into a "race man." These were men and women who rejected segregation, accommodation, and capitulation. They believed that Black persons—as Blacks—had the right to fight for and defend their political, social and psychological liberation. Since liberation had not been forthcoming through emancipation and the Cuban War of Independence, the struggle needed to be continued. James Clark, on the other hand, assumed a classic liberal position. He did not support the right of Afro-Cubans to organize a party for the people of color, arguing that the Morua Law was "designed to protect the interest" of the former. Pointing out that Morua was himself Black, Clark affirmed that the existence of Black parties would lead to all White parties. He then encouraged Cubans of color and class to support the election of "colored members" who were elected "purely on their own merits based on mixed constituencies."

The debate between Clark and Schomburg proved portentous of debates to come. New ideological alignments, framed by the Garvey movement and powerful, Left parties, continued to debate the question of whether or not Blacks had the right to
organize all Black formations and whether to do so was necessarily reactionary or progressive. Interestingly, the views of “race men and women” as well as liberals were absorbed into both movements as they struggled for the best ways to mobilize against racism.

CONCLUSION

African-American solidarity with Cuba was anchored during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. That history provides the basis for a better understanding of key issues facing contemporary Black American and Cuban relations. First, the racist and right wing elements of the Cuban-American population today do not represent the historic sector of Cubans whom African-Americans supported. Those Cubans in Miami are ideological descendants of the Cuban elites who vilified Antonio Maceo, derailed the Ten Years War, worked with United States imperialism and participated in the carnage of 1912. Little wonder, then, that African-Americans have been unable to identify with such a group. Second, the visions of Gómez, Maceo, Martí and the mambises were unleashed and garnered during the revolution of 1959; for the first time, Cuba’s progressive nationalists succeeded in defeating the ideology and power of United States hegemony and its Creole elites. The culmination of over 100 years of ideological struggle within Cuba explains the deep counter-revolutionary sentiment among many Cuban-Americans who believe it had been their right to control Cuba’s destiny. The third tendency — largely represented by the Independent Party of Color — to struggle as Blacks for equal representation in the society and against White supremacy in the culture, was not permitted to flourish within the context of the revolution. Only recently, as it became increasingly clear that racism had not been abolished, have those ideas gained greater polemical credibility and political currency.

Historic solidarity with Cuba also provides important lessons. African-Americans learned that the struggle against racism is not enhanced through participation in United States imperialist ventures. On the contrary, United States economic, social and political expansion into Cuba not only empowered racists on the island but emboldened racism within the United States. This has also proven true of United States relations with South Africa and with Israel. For instance, while David Duke and Jesse Helms found “their ideological home” in South Africa, a right-wing Israel support group — the Jewish Anti-Defamation League — has been implicated in spying on progressive Black Americans. Military leaders such as Colin Powell who argue that Black participation in the military undermines racism should be challenged by this history; and young men and women forced to seek employment in the military should be encouraged to struggle against policies that limit their opportunities to make a living wage. Given our rich ties with Cuba, Black America must not allow its domestic struggle for equality to be pitted against the island’s self-determination and progressive socialist vision.

There have been lessons for Cuban revolutionary leaders as well. To sustain its Afro-Cuban revolutionary core and maintain its support base among African-Americans, it has begun to critically address its failures as well as its successes in the fight against racism. Cuban revolutionaries have come to the realization that without open and
honest discussion it is the conservatives, who overtly address race, who may be left to write the history of Cuba's revolutionary struggle for equality. In fact, with the end of the Black boycott in Miami there have been increased overtures by the Cuban-American politicians in that city to win over Black community leaders. This is particularly problematic as the Cuban revolution is forced to focus more on domestic survival — resulting from the United States blockade and the demise of its socialist trading partners in Eastern Europe, than on winning African-American support. However, African-American solidarity with the Cuban revolution is rooted in a long tradition of solidarity and contact which cannot be overturned easily. But it is important for Black Americans to draw upon that tradition to construct a new counter internationalism to the more sophisticated international alignments and tactics of the western elites.
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